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Abstrat
We give a ritial analysis of the oneptual foundations of speial relativity. We
formulate a simple operational riterion for distinguishing between noninertial and
inertial frames whih is introdued prior to geometry. We assoiate the onept of
maximal veloity with the existene of an upper bound for a set of rates of movers
whih travel in the same diretion. We dene the standard sale for reading the
time ow. We rene the treatment of both Einstein's postulates, the priniple of
relativity and onstany of the veloity of light. The proposed reonstrution of the
geometry of Minkowski spae will hopefully be useful for the ongoing examination
of possible Lorentz violations.
PACS numbers: 03.30.+p; 11.30.Cp.
1 Introdution
As is lear from the title, we address the issues that are ertain to be well-known to every
physiist. Now what is to disuss?, the reader may wonder. The properties of spae and
time as well as the proedure of their measurement are a matter for sienti inquiry at
all times. The information ontent inreases and the knowledge struture is rearranged.
That is why, from time to time, one should revert to the formal and oneptual aspets
of the geometri essentials of our world if only to asertain that the edie still rests on
a solid base.
However, there is also a partiular reason for an eort to be made to re-examine the
urrent status of geometri notions behind speial relativity, a hundred years after the
advent of this theory. The idea of a failure of Lorentz invariane ontinued to grow in
1
popularity over the last two deades. The appeal to this idea is due to some results in
string theory (for a review of these developments see [1℄ and [2℄). In partiular, Nathan
Seiberg and Edward Witten [3℄ were able to show that, in some low-energy limit, string
theory beomes a nonommutative eld theory
1
in whih spaetime oordinates xµ are
turned to operators satisfying the ommutation relation
[xµ, xν ] = iθµν . (1)
Here, θµν is a onstant antisymmetri tensor whih is responsible for the departure from
the ordinary piture with ommuting oordinates. In suh theories with nonommuting
oordinates, Lorentz invariane is violated. This is most easily understood if one onsiders
the vauum expetation value of Eq. (1) whih shows a manifest Lorentz violation
2
. It
has long been known that a system is invariant under a given group of symmetry if and
only if the ground state of this system (vauum) enjoys the property of this symmetry
3
.
The possibility for Lorentz violation is one of the urrently hot problems in dierent
models of infrared-modied gravities [7℄.
Even a ursory examination of the mentioned surveys [1℄, [2℄, [4℄, and [7℄ gives a good
idea of a large industry for exploring a possible breakdown of Lorentz invariane, whih
arose reently. The Lorentz violation problem is of onern in hundreds of papers whih
take advantage of a full-edged mathematial mahinery stemming from many branhes
of theoretial physis suh as string theory, alternative theories of gravitation, the early
universe osmology, brane worlds, loop quantum gravity, et.
On the other hand, it is rarely indeed that the oneptual aspet of this problem is
addressed. Needless to say that Lorentz invariane is a pillar of the whole of modern
physis. Therefore, if one poses the question as to whether this invariane is broken,
then it might be well to gain insight into how muh the geometry of Minkowski spae is
justied from the operational and logial standpoints. An analysis of this kind might be
of utility, in partiular to the question of whether the sought eets of Lorentz violation
are of order of E/MP, where E is a harateristi energy sale in observed proesses,
and MP = (~c/G)
1/2 ≃ 1.2 · 1019 GeV the Plank mass, or the atual suppression of these
eets is muh greater. Curiously, while on the subjet of these eets, our situation bears
some resemblane to the situation at the beginning of the 20th entury when researhers
tried to understand whether the negative results of experiments for reording eets of
motion with respet to the luminiferous aether imply their suppression by the fator of
v2/c2 or there omes a point where the physial paradigm must be hanged ompletely.
1
Dierent approahes to onstruting nonommutative eld theories is reviewed in [4℄.
2
The vauum |0〉 is, by denition (see, e. g., [5℄), the unique Lorentz invariant normalized state:
exp(i ωαβMαβ) |0〉 = |0〉, 〈0|0〉 = 1, where ω
αβ
and Mαβ are, respetively, parameters and generators
of the Lorentz group. The vauum expetation value of the left-hand side of Eq. (1) is 〈0|[xµ, xν ]|0〉 =
〈0|e−iωM [xµ, xν ]eiωM |0〉 = 〈0|[x′µ, x′ν ]|0〉, where x′ = e−iωMx eiωM is the transformed to another Lorentz
frame operator-valued oordinate. The vauum expetation value of the right-hand side is 〈0|θµν |0〉 = θµν .
For these results of vauum averaging to be ompatible, θµν must be Lorentz invariant, that is, this tensor
must take the same numerial values in every Lorentz frame. However, there is no Lorentz-invariant
antisymmetri seond rank tensor in four-dimensional worlds.
3
Sidney Coleman proved the impressively sounding theorem: The invariane of the vauum is the
invariane of world [6℄.
2
Now the problem is to disriminate the basi fats, learly formulated suppositions and
onventions, together with logial links between them, from historial stratiations and
personal psyhologial biases. This would enable outlining the system of notions whih
are atually at the heart of speial relativity. The paper is aimed at solving this problem.
2 Inertial frames of referene
The essene of speial relativity an be expressed, in the spirit of Minkowski, in a single
phrase: Spae and time are fused into four-dimensional spaetime whih is desribed
by pseudoeulidean geometry. Mathematially, our physial spaetime is modeled on a
four-dimensional at manifold, Minkowski spae R1,3. Flat manifolds an be naturally
parametrized by Cartesian oordinates. In the language of experimental physis, the use
of Cartesian oordinates means that all measurements of spae and time are performed
in inertial frames of referene. So, before we proeed further, an eort must be made to
rene the notion of inertial frame of referene.
We rst beome aware of this notion in middle shool where we gain an impression
of inertial frames by a series of simple omparative examples: a arriage whih is af-
feted by pits and bumpsa ar moving along a highway, a arousela stationary shool
laboratorya spaeship in its weightlessness ight. In the studentship season we return
to this notion at a higher level when we ponder over the question: Why did Newton
aentuate the statement that a free body ontinues in its state of rest or uniform mo-
tion in a straight line as a separate law even if the state of nonaelerating motion is an
obvious onsequene of Newton's seond law in the absene of external fores? At this
junture, our tutor reminds us that a free body moves at a onstant rate with respet
to an inertial frame of referene, while the denition of this notion has not so far been
given. In fat, the formulation of Newton's rst law is tantamount to dening the notion
of inertial frame.
This view is represented in many Western ourses on General Physis and in some
texts on Theoretial Physis [8℄, [9℄. Aording to this view, Newton's rst law is to
be thought of as the statement: There is at least one frame of referene in whih free
partiles move uniformly along straight lines. Every frame whih has a uniform motion
of translation relative to this frame is also an inertial frame. The Springer Enylopedia
of Physis [10℄ gives essentially the same denition of inertial frames. This treatment is
held to be reognized, so that, in the following, we will refer to this onept of the inertial
property as the orthodox onept.
The surprising thing is that many of up-to-date textbooks whih over mehanis as
a branh of Theoretial Physis deign no eluidation of the term inertial frame. The
authors of these books pretend that the reader is already well aware of this notion (as,
say, it happens with elementary algebra), and hene it is unneessary to expend time in
realling the denitions. The higher the level of the presentation, the muh more likely
that the author will refrain from speis in this matter.
The reason for this restraint is that the orthodox onept of the inertial property
is not blameless in the logial respet. Based on this onept, we envision that a free
3
partile moves uniformly along a straight line in an inertial frame of referene, assuming
taitly that we have at our disposal appropriate measurement proedures and riteria for
deiding whether a given partile is indeed free, its motion is uniform, and its path is
retilinear. Stritly speaking, none of these qualities is possible to verify independently
of one another. The naive idea that a partile is almost free if it is well o other partiles
is valid as a rst approximation until we reall self-interation. In fat, every partile is
a soure of some eld. Hene, the partile feels a bak reation of this eld, whih is
nonvanishing even if this partile is in a region of spae remote from other matter. The
question of whether Newton's rst law governs the behavior of a self-interating partile
remains open. Experiment seems to point learly that the behavior of every suiently
isolated objet obeys Newton's rst law. Nevertheless, the problem is not quite trivial.
It may be that our observations are too rough or insuiently purposeful to be apable
of grasping an anomalous behavior of self-interating partiles. On the other hand, it
seems plausible that reent measurements of redshifts for distant supernovae [11℄ make it
lear that the universe as a whole moves muh dierently than a free Galilean partile
4
.
The physial notion of retilinearity an be modeled in geometrial optis with the use
of light rays. However, light propagates along a straight line only in an inertial frame
of referene. As to the notion of uniform motion, quite apparently, it annot be dened
unless an inertial frame of referene is previously xed beause spaetime measurements
are sensitive to whether they are made in inertial or noninertial frames. This leads to a
viious irle, that is, a notion A is dened by the notions B and C whose own sense is
intangible unless they are referred to notion A.
Is it possible to esape from this irle? Many people take this aair to be inevitable
and typial for any physial disipline whih yet should not disourage us beause to
dene the fundamental notions and priniples individually and verify them separately is
ill advised; only a system analysis of these notions and priniples and veriation of them
in their unity is a distint possibility. As Arnold Sommerfeld put it, the exposition of
eletrodynamis must not begin with preise denitions beause these denitions are to
be derived from a lose inspetion of their interdependene in the basi equations of the
theory tested by experiment [14℄. A more developed motivation of this attitude is given
by Charles Misner, Kip Thorne, and John Wheeler [15℄: Here and elsewhere in siene,
as stressed not least by Henri Poinare, that view is out of date whih used to say, ¾Dene
your terms before you proeed.¿ All the laws and theories of physis, inluding the Lorentz
fore law, have this deep and subtle harater, that they both dene the onepts they use
(here B and E) and make statements about these onepts. Contrariwise, the absene of
some body of theory, law, and priniple deprives one of the means properly to dene or
even to use onepts.
4
In some osmologial senarios, the universe is represented by a 3-brane (an extended three-
dimensional objet with a partiular dynamis) whih is embedded in a higher-dimensional spae. Suh
a 3-brane generates the gravitation eld and is subjeted to its bak reation. Therefore, the 3-brane
does not neessarily follow the Galilean ourse even though the other osmologial objet, if they ex-
ist, are innitely distant from the 3-brane. The experimentally reorded fat of aelerated reession of
galaxies may well be the manifestation of self-aelerated motion of the brane [12℄. This onjeture is an
alternative to the wide-spread belief that the aelerated expansion of the universe must be asribed to
antigravitation related to the so-alled dark energy [13℄.
4
At times it may be that people are under the impression that avoiding the troubles
with the denition of inertial frames in the orthodox approah is not unduly diult if
we invoke up-to-date theoretial tools. A ase in point is the Lev Landau and Eugeni
Lifshitz' book [16℄ whih holds: It is found, however, that a frame of referene an always
be hosen in whih spae is homogeneous and isotropi and time is homogeneous. This is
alled an inertial frame. In fat, the homogeneity and isotropy are absolute (immanent)
properties of spae and time. Their outwardness (if they exist) is unrelated to the use
of inertial frames of referene. In modern theoretial physis, spaetime is thought of
as a smooth manifold with postulated topologial, metri, ane, and other geometrial
properties, whih do not depend on a means of their desription [17℄. An appropriate
hoie of the frame of referene an only aid in unovering these properties, display them
expliitly. On the other hand, the use of noninertial frames in its own does not imply that
the homogeneity and isotropy of spae and homogeneity of time are broken. The authors
of the famous Course of Theoretial Physis were most likely well aware of this fat
5
. It is
quite disappointing, then, to see the negligene of the above formulation. Every so often
the reader swallows the text of the authoritative theorists unritially
6
.
Adopting the orthodox onept of the inertial property, we have to onfess frankly that
the inertial property is taken as a physial quantity that dees operational denition. We
must abandon any attempt to bring the extent to whih a given frame deviates from an
inertial frame under experimental ontrol
7
. One may addue a hain of the following
propitiatory arguments: If we need a standard inertial frame, then it an always be
hosen from theoretial onsiderations. To illustrate, one an use the enter of mass of
the solar system with oordinate axes direted to distant stars. In most of engineering
problems, it is suient to use a frame of referene rigidly attahed to the Earth. If the
problem requires a high-auray treatment, then we use a frame related to the enter
of the Earth and oordinate axes direted to distant stars. Small deviations from the
inertial property in this frame an be estimated by the indiret route through introduing
theoretial orretions for entrifugal and gravitational eets. In atual pratie, the
measurement of these deviations with physial measuring tools was yet unneessary. Is
it possibile in priniple to measure the inertial property variation in a diret way? This
statement of the problem was, to our knowledge, never onsidered.
5
Curiously enough, the preeding paragraph (p. 5) reads: If we were to hoose an arbitrary frame of
referene, spae would be inhomogeneous and anisotropi. This means that, even if a body interated
with no other bodies, its various positions in spae and its dierent orientations would not be mehanially
equivalent. The same would in general be true of time, whih would likewise be inhomogeneous; that is,
dierent instants would not be equivalent. Suh properties of spae and time would evidently ompliate
the desription of mehanial phenomena.
6
The rst version of Mehanis, whih was written by Landau together with L. Pyatigorsky, was
published in 1940. In his 1946 review of this book, Vladimir Fok noted: The onsiderations that preede
the introdution of the inertial frame are unlear, and it is hardly probable that the very denition of
suh a frame as that ¾rmly attahed to freely moving bodies¿ (p. 17) is orret. A frame attahed
to a freely moving rotating projetile omes within this denition [18℄. In the next 1957 edition of
Mehanis, whih was written together with Lifshitz, the denition of the inertial frame was altered. Just
that altered denition is ited above. In all subsequent editions the denition has remained unhanged,
and has survived, without any reader's protest, for more than 50 years!
7
For a disussion of this issue and further referenes see the essay by Jayant Narlikar [19℄.
5
Another onept of the inertial property is proposed in Ref. [20℄. A key idea here is to
make an argument involving the notion of unstable equilibrium. Intuition suggests that
states of unstable equilibrium are maintained only in inertial frames, beause shoks and
blows assoiated with aelerated motions of noninertial frames prevent unstable systems
from being balaned. We thus ome to a simple operational riterion for distinguishing
between inertial and noninertial frames based on the apability of inertial frames for
preserving unstable equilibrations. As an example, a suitable devie whih ontrols the
inertial property is shown in Figure 1. A magneti needle is installed halfway between
•
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Figure 1: Magneti needle in the state of unstable equilibrium
north poles of two idential stati magnets on the axis along whih the magnets are lined
up. A state of unstable equilibrium is attained when the needle is perpendiular to this
axis. The magnets are mounted rigidly to the frame and their separation is xed. A
small perturbation will sue for the needle to swing through +90◦ or −90◦, so that its
resulting diretion is aligned with the magnet axis or is opposed to it. Suh a swing signals
that some violation of the inertial property ours, no matter how small this violation
may be. (If small shoks of arbitrary diretions are to be deteted, three suh devies
with nonomplanar axes are in fat required.) The advantage of this onept is that
it is appropriate for distinguishing not only between idealized inertial and noninertial
frames in thought experiments but also between real frames whih are inertial frames
only approximately. Furthermore, this opens a simple and natural way for rendering the
inertness a measured quantity. To do this requires a testing system whih is stable against
small perturbations but unstable against perturbations above some nite threshold. If we
employ testing systems of a denite type, then the inertness measure an be expressed
in terms of the threshold magnitude. For example, taking the testing system shown in
Figure 1, use ould be made of the fritional bond (stati frition) of the magneti needle
axle. Of ourse, for a pratial implementation of this measuring proedure, we need a
devie whih is alibrated with using testing systems of dierent types.
It is partiularly remarkable that the orthodox onept of the inertial property an also
be understood in the ontext of equilibrium states. To see this, we note that free partiles
in an inertial frame are objets in the state of neutral equilibrium. Two approahes to
the denition of inertial frames are illustrated shematially in Figure 2 whih depits a
partile at the top of a potential hill and that in a onstant potential.
Let us ompare these approahes. The denition based on the notion of unstable
equilibrium is introdued prior to geometry, that is, using only a kind of yes-no deision: if
the state of unstable equilibrium remains unhanged, then the frame is inertial, otherwise
the frame is noninertial. On the other hand, the geometry is important for the orthodox
6
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Figure 2: Partile in the states of unstable and neutral equilibrium
approah whih relies on the notion of neutral equilibrium. Indeed, let a partile be in
the state of neutral equilibrium. This is another way of stating that the partile ontinues
in its state of rest or uniform motion. However, the motion is seen to be uniform as
the time read from the lok of a denite onstrution whereas it is no longer uniform
if we use another time sale (for more detail, see Setion 4). Therefore, there is no way
to disriminate between the states of perfet and awed neutral equilibrium unless the
time-keeping is xed. More generally, the notion of neutral equilibrium is meaningful only
in the ontext of a well-dened geometry with speiation of the experimental proedure
for probing this geometry.
The result of yes-no deision is learly visible. Mathematially, the yes-no alternative
translates into broken and unbroken disrete symmetries of testing devies. For example,
this translation, as applied to the devie shown in Figure 1, is either two perpendiular
symmetry axes referring to the state of unstable equilibrium or a single symmetry axis
referring to the ase that the equilibrium is disturbed
8
. As to a similar symbolization
of the state of neutral equilibrium, this state exhibits invariane only under ontinuous
groups suh as the translation group (it is this symmetry group whih aounts for the
fat that spae is homogeneous). If it is granted that a partile is plaed in a box, then the
translation invariane is broken. However, this symmetry breakdown bears no relation
to rendering the inertial frame noninertial beause the very presene of the walls has no
eet on the fat that a partile in the box is in the state of neutral equilibrium. In a
sense this proposition is that inverse of the statement given above. To sum up, letting the
frame to be aelerated, this does not imply that spae is inhomogeneous, and onversely,
letting spae homogeneity to be broken, this does not lead automatially to hanging the
frame from inertial into noninertial.
In the subsequent disussion, we will always keep in mind the denition of inertial
frames of referene given in [20℄.
8
With this observation, it is possible to dene the onept of inertial frames in a mathematially
rigorous, axiomati manner. We give a brief sketh of this denition by saying that, for some systems,
there are two kinds of states, stable and unstable, whih dier drastially in their symmetry properties.
Now, the riterion for disriminating inertial and noninertial frames reads: unstable states (with their
unique disrete symmetry properties) exist only in inertial frames.
7
3 Spae measurements
The fundamental premise of relativisti physis, the existene of maximal veloity of
movers, is a simple idea, and yet a satisfatory, lear-ut expliation of this idea is diult
to extrat from the urrent literature.
Looking at waves of dierent nature (optial, soni, et.), whih expand from some
point of emission O, one an ompare their propagation rate even without knowledge of
the numerial values of their veloities. This is in the same spirit as an anient allegory:
Ahilles is prompter than a tortoise, a dart is prompter than Ahilles, a thunderbolt
is prompter than darts, et. Mathematially, we have a hain t < A < d < . . . The
ordering is veried by inspetion, and has no need of partiular veloity sale. One may
suppose that there is an upper bound for propagation rates. (In fat, this supposition
is well veried experimentally.) A light wave runs down any mover whih left O before
the light emission, exept for another light wave emitted in O. The existene of the
highest propagation rateuniversally referred to as the speed of light, is a entral tenet of
relativity. It is generally believed that the fundamental interations of nature propagate
at the speed of light. This should be ompared with pre-relativisti physis in whih
arbitrarily high veloities of bodies are allowable, and interations (suh as Newtonian
gravitation) are instantaneous.
We thus proeed from the assumption that a linearly ordered set
t < A < d < · · · (2)
is bounded above. By the presene of a supremum is meant the ondition  light does not
overtake light, nothing an overtake light. Clearly this ondition is introdued prior to
geometry. However, all is in readiness to establishing the geometry. Given a lok and a
radar ranging devie, we have atually everything required for probing the geometry of
the real world. Indeed, we an measure the distane between two points by the time that
light takes to traverse it. Taking the speed of light to be unity, we nd the distane we
seek to be half the round-trip span between these points.
Why is radar loation preferable to using yardstiks? In pratie, it is not always
possible to lay out a grid of the yardstiks. Take, for example, osmi measurements. But
what is more important is that, when moving, the yardstik is purported to preserve size
and shape, at least in the absene of stresses, temperature variations, and inuenes of
eletromagneti and gravitational elds. However, the self-ongruene of a transported
yardstik has yet to be proved. From the pedestrian standpoint, it seems unneessary to
ponder here, but, at the fundamental level, the self-ongruene problem is very serious
9
.
By ontrast, with the radar-loation approah, the size and shape of a given rod an
be veried by ontinuously sounding its ends. Furthermore, the notion of retilinearity,
stemming from geometrial optis in whih light rays travel along straight lines is an
integral part of the radar-loation approah.
Now, armed with a well dened and ontrollable standard for measuring lengths and
for determining what a straight line is, we are allowed the option of using either yardstik
or radar for a partiular measurement.
9
For an extended disussion of this problem see Grunbaum [23℄.
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Subsequent to hoosing the length sale, we an dene the veloity sale [in other
words, we an endow the set (2) with a metrial struture℄. In the relativisti ontext, it
is natural to take the onvention that the speed of light in vauum is 1, and measure spae
and time intervals in the same units, say, in seonds. Then the veloities of an ordinary
mover are dimensionless numbers whose magnitudes are no more than 1
10
.
4 Time measurements
The nal omponent of the spaetime measuring suession based on the radar-loation
method is time measurements. In giving the rationale of this method, the major part of
the oneptual burden falls on just this omponent.
In order to ompare time durations of various physial phenomena, inluding spatially
separated ones, it is neessary to hoose a time measure. One takes a regularly reurrent
proess as a standard, and the period of this proess T as a unit of time. Thereafter the
time-keeping is redued to simply ounting the number n of periods T ontained in the
measured interval.
The question on the measurement auray in this loking an be raised only in the
ase that n≫ 1. However, our onern here is on the matter of priniple rather than the
limitation on the area of appliation. This loking is based on the indistint notion of
regularly reurrent proesses, and hene the measurement result turns out to be somewhat
arbitrary.
A modern experimentalist may be furnished with a large amount of dierent types
of yli mehanisms operating on various time, and hene ounting dierent number of
seonds for the same time span. For example, he may provide himself with a set of loks
of every possible onstrution, beginning with an old ukoo-lok and ending with reent
models of Rolex wathes with quartz movements. For referene, in anient time, this
set of hronometers would involve only sun-dials, water-loks, and sand-glasses. Devies
that transform aelerated motions of a falling body into uniform rotations of a minute
hand did not appear until Middle Ages. In 1583, Galilei disovered the fat that small
swings of pendulum are isohronous (that is, the period of small osillations of a xed-
length pendulum is amplitude-independent) with the help of beating of his pulse. In 1657,
Huygens took out the patent for pendulum lok
11
.
The problem would be solved immediately if a ertain time sale were distinguished
among other sales.
Newton believed that there exists Absolute, True, Mathematial Time t, whih in
itself, and from its own nature ows equably without regard to any thing external, and by
another name is alled Duration. He ontrasted Absolute Time t with Relative, Apparent,
Common Time whih, in his opinion, is a sensible and external (whether aurate or
10
Coneivably, the mathematially inlined reader will notie that the mehanism for grafting a metri
struture onto the linearly ordered and limited from above set (2) is similar to the mehanism for endowing
the real axis R with the natural metri in response to distinguishing a subset of upper bounds, the set
of integers Z, among this linearly ordered set.
11
The story of the pendulum lok invention an be found in the Gindikin book [21℄.
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unequable) measure of Duration by the means of motion, whih is ommonly used instead
of True time; suh as an Hour, a Day, a Month, a Year...
However, Newton did not dene a proedure for heking the rate of a given yli
mehanism against the ow of absolute time t. Therefore, the Newtonian absolute time is
a metaphysial quantity whih eludes operational denition. It is well known that Newton
did away with any metaphysis in his physis researh. The rare exeptions to this rule
are likely to be evidene that these notions are very deep. From a pragmati point of view,
it is reasonable to dene suh an evolution parameter t whih would ensure the simplest
formulation of the laws of physis, in partiular, the motion of a free partile must be
uniform with respet to the frame in whih time is measured in units of the dened sale.
If we use, instead, another parameter of evolution τ whih inrease monotonially with t,
say, τ = t0 ln (1 + t/t0), then the partile's veloity is τ -dependent, and so the behavior
of free partiles is formally more omplex.
Carl Neumann was the rst to realize in 1870 that the laws of mehanis assume their
simplest form if the Newtonian absolute time is used, otherwise these laws beome more
ompliated [22℄.
Now the reader may form the impression that the desired proedure for heking the
rate of a given lok against the ow of absolute time is ultimately laried. The famous
MisnerThornWheeler's burden [15℄ omes to mind: Time is dened so that motion
looks simple. Unfortunately, this impression is wrong. Indeed, if time is dened so that
the motion of a free partile looks uniform, then Newton's rst law is a mere tautology.
However, we would like to have a system of onventions whih provides a way of verifying
fundamental physial laws independently of one another.
One is then inlined to onsider a weaker requirement for an appropriate time sale
in a given inertial frame of referene. The requirement reads: with suh a sale, uniform
motion of every inertial frame with respet to this frame must be attained. However, a
reservation is to be made that the set of frames under examination need not inlude all free
partiles
12
. It is natural to all this sale standard or laboratory sale [20℄. The availability
of the riterion for distinguishing between inertial and noninertial frames based on yes-
no deision, without referene to the spaetime geometry, makes this denition logially
onsistent.
Now let a stationary observer be equipped with a set of dierent types of loks
operating on various time and a radar ranging devie. Suppose that another inertial frame
has a uniform motion of translation relative to him along the x-axis. If the observer's
time is read from a lok with suh sale t, then the motion is uniform:
dx
dt
= V = const. (3)
By omparison, if he takes another sale τ , then the inertial frame exeutes a nonuniform
12
It may be argued that, when on the subjet of mehanial objets, the disrimination between
frames of referene and free partiles seems rather strained. In the subsequent disussion, we restrit
our attention to marosopi nonrotating platforms, equipped with measuring devies for spae and time
measurements if we are to onsider an embodiment of frames of referene. In the next setion, we will
disuss at some length why suh objets may be regarded as distinguished among all oneivable and
theoretially allowable variety of mehanial objets.
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motion, that is, its veloity varies with τ :
dx
dτ
= v(τ). (4)
Let the funtion v = v(τ) be known. Then the sale t readily regains,
t = f(τ). (5)
Indeed, ombining (4) and (5) gives
dx
dt
=
dx
dτ
dτ
dt
= v
1
f ′
. (6)
This, together with (3), shows that
f(τ) =
1
V
∫ τ
dξ v(ξ) + T0, (7)
where T0 is an arbitrary integration onstant. Expressions (4) and (7) suggest the way
for rearranging the given hronometer to yield the standard sale t.
The standard sale t is dened up to a linear transformation
t′ = kt + T0. (8)
In other words, the denition of t leaves room for a global hange of the sale k (say, hours
may be termed minuteswhih is of ourse a matter of onvention), and shifting the zero of
time by T0. The ondition of uniform motion (3) is unaeted by the linear transformation
(8) beause its ation is equivalent to replaing the onstant V with another onstant V/k
in Eq. (3) The uniformity of motion of the tested inertial frame is violated if and only if
f(τ) in Eq. (7) is a nonlinear funtion.
It may be worth pointing out that loks whih read the standard time rate should not
be regarded as true, or aurate. However, this time rate may be judged most onvenient,
and the assoiated history with the parameter of evolution t muh simpler than other
histories.
At present, the losest t to the standard time rate t shows atomi loks. Aording
to the fundamentals of quantum mehanis (whih will be not touhed upon here) the
Compton wave length of an elementary partile λ, and the orresponding wave period
T = λ/c remain onstant if the measuring system is alibrated with the aid of the standard
time sale.
It might seem that a perfet periodiity an be attained if light rays are sandwihed
between two parallel mirrors. This devie is often mentioned in the literature, see, e. g.,
[15℄. To measure time one simply ounts suessive reetions of this light shuttle. A
virtue of this light lok is that spatial and temporal measurements are assembled into
a single proess of sending light ashes and reeiving their ehoes. But a loser look at
this timekeeping reveals a serious aw: the mirrors must be separated by a xed distane,
whih is a problem. In the absene of reliable spae ontrol proedure dierent from radar
11
sounding, this hronometry would make the denition irular. This problem is in eet
the same as the problem on preserving the self-ongruene of a yardstik.
We will therefore ontent ourselves with the very existene of a lok, suh as atomi
loks, whose readings onform to the requirement that relative motions of inertial frames
be uniform. In the subsequent disussion we assume that inertial frames are equipped
with loks of this type.
5 The basi tenets of speial relativity
Let us reall, in a few words, nodal points in the history of formation of the geometri
priniples of speial relativity. Analyzing the onepts of spae and time, and guided by
the experimental situation at the turn of the entury, Poinare [24℄[26℄ onluded that
no motion with respet to the aether (or, what is the same, with respet to Newton's
Absolute Spae) is detetable. He formulated the priniple of relativity, whih, oupled
with the idea of a maximum signal veloity, oered a lear view that the simultaneity of
spatially separated events is a matter of onvention. Einstein [27℄ disarded the onept
of an aether, and proeeded from two postulates: (1) the laws of physis are the same
in all inertial frames, and (2) the speed of light in vauum is onstant. He proposed a
onvention for simultaneity of separated points, now known as the standard synhrony,
whih provided a means of simple and natural deriving the Lorentz transformation. This
transformation was earlier derived by Larmor [28℄ and Lorentz [29℄ on the hypothesis
that any eet of the motion through the aether is unobservable. Poinare [30℄ showed
that the set of all Lorentz transformations, ombined with spae rotations, onstitutes
a group, to whih he gave the name the Lorentz group. A pseudoeulidean spaetime
metri was rst introdued by Poinare [31℄. Minkowski [32℄ unied spae and time into an
indivisible entity whih he alled the world and desribed it in terms of four-dimensional
pseudoeulidean geometry
13
.
With the novel understanding of inertial frames, we should be aware of how this may
reet on the formulation and ontent of the base of speial relativity. Let us begin with
the priniple of relativity.
The denition of inertial frames given in [20℄ does not laim from the very beginning
that there exists a kinematial link between all suh frames. The inertial property of eah
frame is examined individuallyfrom a yes-no deision whih is implemented in the
given subjet frame. The kinematial link is produed further as a matter of onvention:
we agree to regard a denite time sale as the standard sale.
By ontrast, if we proeed from the orthodox onept of the inertial property, then the
matter of onvention is larger, the dynamial law for free partiles. Suh a onvention,
however, is too restritive. There is little point in the a priori requirement that every
free objet, rather than the inertial frames alone, move uniformly along straight lines on
ondition that the standard time sale has been used.
What are objets implied when we make the reservation that, in the absene of external
fores, they do not neessarily move along straight world lines, that is, their behavior is
13
For more historial details and further referenes see Whittaker [33℄, and Pais [34℄.
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non-Galilean? Whether is this behavior onsistent with the law of energy onservation?
Why then should what is meant by a frame of referene behave in the Galilean fashion?
Non-Galilean regimes of motion are in priniple possible. Their existene is onsistent
with every fundamental physial law in the sope of speial relativity. In Ref. [20℄, four
types of objets that are apable of evolving in non-Galilean regimes are desribed. The
simplest one is a partile living in a realm with disrete time. It is supposed that this
partile is governed by Newton's seond law whih, however, takes the form not of the
usual dierential equation mv˙ = f but of the dierene equation
m
v(t+ ℓ)− v(t)
ℓ
= f , (9)
where ℓ is a quantum of time. The general solution to Eq. (9) with f = 0 is
v(t) =
∞∑
n=0
Cn cos
(
2πn
ℓ
t+ ϕn
)
, (10)
where Cn and ϕn are integration onstants. This means that the free partile exeutes a
periodi motion, the so-alled zitterbewegung, bak and forth along a straight line parallel
to Cn for n ≥ 1, and moves uniformly for n = 0.
It seems likely that the only interval in nature whih may be promoted to the status of
quantum of time is the Plank interval tP = (~G/c
5)
1
2 ≈ 0, 5 · 10−43 se. Quite apparently,
the quantum tP is tiny in omparison with spans of real measurements. Therefore, if a
marosopi platform to be used as a frame of referene exeutes a zitterbewegung with
the period ℓ of order of tP, this have no eet on pratial measurements in this frame.
In addition, there are two objets whih are apable of exeuting zitterbewegungs.
First, a partile with intrinsi angular momentum, spin
14
, and, seond, a partile with the
so-alled rigid dynamis, that is, a partile whose Lagrangian involves not only oordinates
and veloities but also higher derivatives
15
.
If we require that mehanial objets used as frames of referene have zero angular
momentum, and assume that the physial eets of nonompatied higher dimensions
are too small to aet the behavior of marosopi bodies, then it is reasonably safe to
suggest that zitterbewegungs are exluded from the number of non-Galilean regimes of
motion allowable for frames of referene in the absene of external fores.
The fourth type of non-Galilean objets omprises self-interating partiles. Two of
them, overed in [20℄ at some length, are self-interating partiles in the MaxwellLorentz
eletrodynamis and lassial YangMills theory. In the absene of external fores, they
either exeute uniform motion in straight lines or ontinually aelerate/deelerate with
exponentially inreasing/dereasing aeleration. A given harged partile an move in
either Galilean or self-aelerated regimes aording to whih the asymptoti ondition for
this partile is realized in the far future. An important point is that this regime remains the
14
For example, a vanishingly small gyrosope whih appears in the Frenkel model [35℄.
15
Suh partiles may our quite naturally if one attempts to onstrut a onsistent Lagrangian for
Maxwell's eletrodynamis in spaetimes of dimension greater than D = 4. For example, for D = 6, the
Lagrangian should depend on both veloities and aelerations of harged partiles [36℄[39℄.
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same throughout the whole history of this partile. In other words, there exist two lasses
of partiles, so that the transition of a partile from one lass to another is forbidden.
Our daily experiene in relation to the behavior of marosopi bodies suggests that all
belong to the lass of Galilean objets. It would not be appropriate here to analyze why
the experiment still failed to reord non-Galilean objets with exponentially inreasing
aeleration, even though their existene would not run ounter to the basi priniples of
physis
16
. Within the limits of the present disussion, it will be suient to take as a fat
the existene of the large lass of Galilean objets suitable for realization in pratie, of
the idea of inertial frame of referene.
As to the hypothesis of maximal veloity of signal propagation, an important omment
of it is also in order. The original sense of this hypothesis was that the set (2) has
a supremum, or, in the physial language, light does not overtake light, nothing an
overtake light. We next endowed the set (2) with a metrial struture in suh a way
as to hoose the metri in its simplest form. For this to happen, the light propagation
should appear uniform provided that the lok reads the standard time rate. This may
be interpreted as rening the Einstein's postulate of the onstany of the veloity of light.
Attention is usually drawn to the ondition that the veloity of light is the same in all
inertial frames
17
. But due regard must be given to another aspet of this postulate, the
uniformity of light propagation.
6 Conlusion
Let us summarize our disussion. We have sought to larify whether it is possible to
reonstrut in a oherent and logially onsistent way the basi geometrial properties
of spaetime in speial relativity. (We use the term reonstrution in a onventional
sense. As was pointed out by Poinare, the geometry by itself eludes veriation. What
is to be veried is the totality of geometry and physis. A hange of geometri axioms
an be aompanied by a suitable modiation of physial laws in suh a way that the
16
Up to now, there has been no serious disussion of this problem in the literature. Some theorists do
not see the problem altogether. Their harateristi attitude towards a solution desribing self-aelerated
motion is shown in the term pathologial solution. Many of them believe that non-Galilean regimes of
evolution are inonsistent with the law of onservation of energy. It is shown in [20℄ that this belief is
erroneous. The energy balane is exatly obeyed. A key observation here is that the energy of a dressed
partile need not be a positively dened quantity.
17
This ondition is normally taken to be odd beause whatever the motion of the soure of light, this
leaves the veloity of light propagation unaeted, whereas the naive ommon sense guides us to suppose
that the soure veloity must be added to or subtrated from the wave front veloity depending on whether
the wave front is aligned with the soure's diretion of motion or is opposed to it. However, on seond
thought, we onlude that ommon sense let us down. Until the priniple of maximal veloity was
formulated, we may not assume that a rule for the addition of veloities is already dened for elements
of the set (2). One this priniple has been adopted, we are entitled to reason about ane struture
of spaetime, Cartesian oordinate systems, and the rule for the addition of veloities. It transpires
that, onsidering the ollinear motion of a light wave and its soure and hoosing the simplest, from the
relativisti standpoint, metri on the set (2), the algebrai addition applies not to the veloities V but to
the rapidities
1
2
ln
(
1+V
1−V
)
.
14
preditions of observed phenomena are unhanged. Nevertheless, the entire theoretial
sheme is not indierent to the hoie of a partiular geometry
18
.) Of ourse, our interest
is with the simplest physially justiable version of spaetime.
Speial relativity assumes that spaetime is desribed by the geometry of Minkowski
spae R1,3. It is generally believed that R1,3 is the best geometri framework for the great
bulk of phenomena, exluding situations in whih strong gravitational elds are present.
The reason for this belief is threefold:
(i) the existene of inertial frames,
(ii) the existene of a standard time sale,
(iii) the existene of the highest propagation rate, assoiated with the speed of light;
the uniformity of light propagation.
An inertial observer, having loks with the standard time sale, will reognize time as
homogeneous in the sense that all instants are equivalent. With the idea of the existene
of maximal veloity for signal propagation in mind, this observer equipped with a radar
ranging devie will nd spae homogeneous and isotropi in the sense that there are no
privileged position in spae and distinguished diretion of motion. These fats an serve
as the natural basis for reonstruting the ane struture of spaetime
19
.
To this must be added the priniple of relativity for inertial frames of referene to
reonstrut the metrial, pseudoeulidean struture of spaetime.
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